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or Helix-RNA Major Groove Recognition in an
HIV-I Rev Peptide-RRE RNA Complex
John L. Battiste, Hongyuan Mao, N. Sambasiva Rao,
Ruoying Tan, D. R. Muhandiram, Lewis E. Kay, Alan D. Frankel,
James R. Williamson*
The solution structure of a human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) Rev peptide
bound to stem-loop IIB of the Rev response element (RRE) RNA was solved by nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The Rev peptide has an a-helical conformation and
binds in the major groove of the RNA near a purine-rich internal loop. Several arginine
side chains make base-specific contacts, and an asparagine residue contacts a G.A base
pair. The phosphate backbone adjacent to a G-Gbase pair adopts an unusual structure
that allows the peptide to access a widened major groove. The structure formed by the
two purine-purine base pairs of the RRE creates a distinctive binding pocket that the
peptide can use for specific recognition.

R ~ ~ - ~ r o tinteractions
ein
are central features of many fundamental biological processes, including translation, lnRNA processing, and transcription. The HIV-1 Rev
protein is an RNA-binding protein that
regulates viral gene expression by affecting
the relative amounts of spliced and unspliced mRNAs that are exported to the
cytoplasm. Rev mediates its function by
binding to the RRE RNA located within
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the env gene of HIV ( 1 ). Biochemical analyses have identified a high-affinity Revbinding site in stem-loop 110 of the RRE
(Fig. 1A) (2). Short a-helical peptides corresponding to the arginine-rich RNA-binding domain of Rev (Fig. 1B) bind specifically to this small RNA element ( 3 ) , providing a good model system for structural
analysis of the interaction by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. A
1547

structural understanding of the detailed interactions in this complex may assist in the
design of therapeutics that inhibit this essential HIV-1 interaction.
For NMR analysis of the Rev peptideRRE complex, the peptide was uniformly
labeled with 13Cand 15Nby expression as a
fusion protein in Escherichia coli (4, 5) and
assigned by means of triple-resonance NMR
experiments (6). For complete assignment
of the crowded arginine side chain resonances, an experiment was required to correlate all of the side chain carbons and
protons to the &-protonresonances, which
are well resolved in the Rev-RRE complex
(Fig. 2, A t o C ) . Assignment and modeling
of the bound RNA conformation using a n
unlabeled synthetic peptide have been described (7). T o further refine the RNA
structure, we obtained additional nuclear
Overhauser effects (NOEs) from NMR experiments with 13C- and 15N-labeled RNA
(8). Isotopically filtered NOE spectroscopy
experiments were acquired on complexes
with 13C,15N-labeled peptide (6) or 13Clabeled RNA (8) to identify intermolecular
NOEs. Three-dimensional models of the
Rev-RRE complex were generated by using
a hybrid distance geometry-stimulated annealing approach (9) with NMR-derived
distance and dihedral restraints (10). Nineteen low-energy structures were obtained
(Table I ) , and a superposition of the coordinates (Fig. 2D) shows that the entire
RNA-peptide complex is well ordered.
The Rev peptide binds the major groove
of the RNA in an a-helical conformation,
as indicated by previous circular dichroism
studies (3, 1 1 ). DNA-binding proteins often use a helices to recognize specific bases
in the major groove (12). However, the
major groove of an A-form R N A helix is
deep and too narrow to accommodate an a
helix, thus requiring non-Watson-Crick interactions to widen the groove (13). In the
Rev-RRE complex, two purine-purine base
pairs locally open the major groove, a process which appears to be facilitated by a
pronounced distortion of the RNA backbone that results primarily from formation
of the G48eG71 base pair in a locally parallel-stranded orientation (7). This distortion results in an S-shaped architecture to
the backbone from nucleotides G70 to A73,
an undertwisting of the base pairs in the
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Chemistry,Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA,
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internal loop, a$ an opening of the major
groove by -5 A (Fig. 3 ) (14). The G.G
base pair is important for Rev binding (15,
16)-vet
it is not in direct contact with the
,, ,
peptide through hydrogen bonds, suggesting
that it provides a critical structural feature
for specific binding.
The Rev a helix penetrates much more
deeply into the major groove than is typical
of DNA-binding proteins. In contrast to the
shallow major groove of a B-form DNA
Fig. 1. Minimal RRE-Rev complex. (A) Sequence
of RNA derived from stem-loop llB of wild-type
RRE (29). Boxed nucleotides were invar~antin
RNA selection stud~esof the Rev-RRE interaction
in vitro, and the bold letters indicate a G.G base
palr that was found tb covary to an A.A base pair
(15).Filled circles represent phosphates that interfere with Rev prote~nbinding when ethylated (I 7).
The numbering In the internal loop region is the
same as for wild-type RRE, and non-wild-type
nucleotides, in lowercase, are not numbered sequentially.(6)Sequence of the Rev peptide,which
contains amino acids 34 through 50 of the RNAbinding domain. Bold letters indicate amino acids
that result in a >I 0-fold decrease in binding specificity upon mutation to alanine (3).(C) Hydrogenbonding arrangement of two purine-purine base
pairs in the internal loop of the RRE determined
from previous N M R analyses (27, 29).

helix, the RRE internal loop retains the
characteristic deep groove of A-form RNA,
and the Rev peptide must bind deep within
the groove to allow side chains to reach the
bases. A comparison of the positioning of
Rev and GCN4 a helices in the major
reveals that the Rev helix is
groove (Fig.
situated -3 A deeper than the GCN4 helix,
which is representative of most DNA-binding recognition helices. In addition to binding deep within the groove, the Rev peptide
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Table 1. Structural statisticsand atomic root-mean-square(rms)deviations.Coordinates and modeling

restraints have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (ID code, I ETF).<SA> are the 19 simulatedannealing structures, SA is the average structure before energy minimization, (SA),is the restrained
energy minimized average structure, and SD is standard deviation.
<SA>

Parameter

r SD

(SA),

Structuralstatistics
Rms deviation from distance restraints (A)*
AII(878)
0.015 r 0.003
0.016 -C 0.002
RNA (480)t
0.01 1 r 0.005
Peptide (337)t
RNA-peptide (61)
0.017 ? 0.007
Rms deviation from dihedral restraints (degrees)
0.57 ir 0.10
Al (I 11)s
Rms deviation from Idealized geometry
0.0034 r 0,0001
Bonds (A)
0.031 5 0.001
Angles (degrees)
lmpropers (degrees)
1.0 r 0.2
Restraint violations~~
3.7 r 2.3
Number of distance violations >0.1 8,
Number of dihedral violations >2"
1.8 -C 1.4
Atomic rms deviations
<SA> vs. SA r SD
Region selected
All heavy atoms
Core¶
*In parentheses are the number of restrants used in the calculations. NOESwere classified into four dstance-bound
ranges based on visual inspecton of cross-peak ntensity: strong (1.8to 3.0A),medium (1.8to 4.0.4, weak (1.8 to 5.0
A), and very weak (1.8to 8.0 A). tlncludes 210 intraresidue NOE, 184 interresidue NOE, and 86 hydrogen bond
restraints. For the 43 base par hydrogen bonds, both the heavy atom acceptor-to-hydrogen distance (1.7to 2.2 A)
and heavy atom acceptor-to-heavy atom donor distance (2.7 to 3.2 A) were restrained.
:Llncludes 158 intraresidue NOE, 145 interresidue NOE, and 34 hydrogen bond restraints. For the 17 backbone hydrogen bonds, both the
§Includes94 RNA sugar pucker
NH-CO dstance (1.5to 2.8 A) anC N-CO distance (2.4 to 3.5 A) were restraned
]]Therewere no restraint v~olations>0.3 A or >5" in
and glycosidic bond torslons and 17 peptide torsions.
<SA>.
¶The "core" of the complex IS defined as heavy atoms n RNA nucleotides 44 to 53, 85 to 76, and peptide
backbone atoms n amino acds 33 to 50.

+
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has an extensive interface with the RNA,
interacting over three to four turns of the a
helix.
Four amino acids make important basespecific contacts in the major groove (Fig.
4). The residues
and
interact
with nucleotides U66, G67, and G70 on
one side of the groove, and Asn40 and Arg44
interact with nucleotides U45, G46, G47,
and A73 on the opposite side of the groove.
Almost all of these nucleotides were invariant in in vitro selection experiments (15) or
showed chemical modification interference
of Rev binding (16-1 8). These important
nucleotides all have functional groups within reasonable hydrogen-bonding distance of
these four amino acids; however, the precision of the side chain positions is insufficient to determine exact hydrogen bond
arrangements for these contacts. Nevertheless, Asn40 is clearly coplanar with the purine-purine G47sA73 base pair and makes
hydrogen bonds to groups in the major
moove. All four of the amino acids that
make potential base-specific contacts are
critical for peptide-binding specificity (3),
and mutation of any of these three arginines
to lysine results in a significant loss of binding activity in vivo, suggesting the existence of hydrogen bonds rather than simple
electrostatic contacts (I 1).
u

In addition to the base-specific interactions, ThS4 and several arginines contact
the phosphate backbone. In the average
structure, the y-OH of Th?4 is a potential
hydrogen bond donor to a phosphodiester
oxygen of G47 (Fig. 4A). Mutation of Th?4
results in a >lo-fold decrease in binding
specificity, and chemical modification of
the G47 phosphate reduces binding specificity (3, 17, 18). Interestingly, ThS4 is also
forming an "N-cap" structure at its NH2terminus that presumably stabilizes the a
helix (19). NOES and carbon chemical
shifts typical of an N-cap (20) were observed for ThS4, and in the average structure, the Oy of Th?4 is a potential hydrogen bond acceptor for the backbone NH of
Ala37 (Fig. 4A). The residue ThS4 is
unique in the Rev peptide in that its side
chain appears to make both peptide-peptide
and RNA-peptide interactions.
In addition to Thr, there are six arginines
Arg4', Arg42, Arg43, Arg46, and
Arg48) that are positioned to make either
hydrogen-bonding or simple electrostatic interactions with the phosphate backbone
(Fig. 4B). Arginine-38 is positioned near the
U66 and G67, which both
phosphates
give chemical modification interference (17,
makes bridg18), and it is likely that
ing hydrogen bonds between the two q-ni-

Aa.
A
" 2. NMR s m t r a for arginine assignment and superposition of simulated
annealing structures. (A)
84Two-dimensional =N-heteronuclear sinale-auantum
coherence (H~QC) spectrum of 13C,15N-hbeled
Rev
peptidMRE RNA complex
showing the well-resdved
NE-HE correlations of the
11 arginine side chains. (6)
T W O - d i Arg-C(CC)i
TOCSY-Ne-He spectrum
with a short TOCSY mbdng
a
s :42
time and (C) with a long
=+==DCpq
a0
.48
TOCSY mixing time corelatina
C
" the 0-.. Y-.
. . 8-carbons
and a-carbon, respectivety,
to the s-proton resonance
(Ax l r , Q b q - e
oo
of the arginine side chain.
62p
(D\ S u m i t i o n of the 19
calculated structures on
& . . . . - . 8.0
. . . . . - . 7.5
. v . - . - s 7.0
. . . . r
6.5
8.0
the average structure. All
lH @pml
heavy atoms of the RNA
(blue}, backbone atoms of the peptlde (magenta), and side chain heavy atoms of four amino
acids making base-specific contacts (red) are shown. The view shows the major groove face
of the internal loop of the RNA with the NH,-terminus of the peptide at the upper right.

FH

#
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Fig. 3. RNA major groove width and depth,
Views down the a helix axis of Rev (blue)and
GCN4 (green)(30)with the major grooves of the
RNA (or DNA) aligned with a standard A-form
RNA duplex (red). The G48eG71 base pair is
highlighted in yellow.

trogens and the phosphodiester oxygens of
U66 and G67, because it cannot be functionally substituted by lysine (I 1). Arginine38 and ThP4 make phosphate contacts
flanking the region of the base-specific contacts and probably stabilize this region of the
peptide. An especially arginine-rich face of
the a helix makes phosphate contacts on the
3' side of the hairpin containing two single-nucleotide bulges, which brings many
phosphates in close proximity (Fig. 4B). In
particular, Arg46 probably stabilizes the
unfavorable electrostatic interactions near
the U72 bulge, where the phosphorus atoms of G70 and U72 are -4 A apart.
Mutation of Arg46 to alanine, but not to
lysine, results in a sevenfold decrease in
binding specificity, consistent with a specific electrostatic contact (11). In addition, Arg46, Arg48, and Arg50 at the
COOH-terminus of the peptide, which
mutational data suggest are moderately
important for specific binding (3), are
making phosphate and van der Waals contacts that may help orient the isolated a
helix in the groove.
The arginine-rich motif (ARM) is defined solely by a short region containing a
high density of arginines. There are now
two structural examples of short ARM peptides bound to RNA, bovine immunodeficiency virus Tat-TAR (trans-acting region)
(21 ) and HIV-1 Rev-RRE, and each peptide adopts a different secondary structure
(p hairpin and ct helix, respectively).

Therefore, the ARM does not represent a
unique structural motif (10, 22). Despite
the differences, both peptides bind deeply
in the major groove, and the high density of
arginines characteristic of the ARM may be
important for charge neutralization as the
peptide penetrates the deep groove and
forms a large interface. This feature probably also allows these 10: to 20-amino acid
ARM peptides to bind as structurally independent elements, which is another characteristic feature of the ARM. The distinctive RNA structures formed by the binding
sites undoubtedly also contribute to the
folding and binding of these small ARM
peptides.
Recognition of distinctive structural features of RNA has been observed in most
studies of RNA-protein complexes. For example, tRNA synthetases recognize the Lshape of tRNA, and tRNASeris also recognized in part by its long variable arm extension (23). In HIV-1 TAR, a base triple is
proposed to be an integral part of the binding site for arginine, but it does not hydrogen bond to the arginine (24). In the RRE,
the G484371 base pair is structurally important to widen the major groove but does not
directly contact the peptide. Overall, the
structure surrounding the two purine-purine
base pairs may provide a deep binding pocket and a distinctive shape to the major
groove that the peptide can use for specific
recognition. It is remarkable that RNA elements as small as TAR and RRE can pro-

vide such specific three-dimensional frameworks for protein binding, and the RevRRE complex once again highlights the
importance of RNA structure for protein
recognition.
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Regulation of lntegrin Function by the
Urokinase Receptor
Ying Wei, Matvey Lukashev, Daniel I. Simon, Sarah C. Bodary,
Steven Rosenberg, Michael V. Doyle, Harold A. Chapman*
lntegrin function is central to inflammation, immunity, and tumor progression. The urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR)and integrins formed stable complexes
that both inhibited native integrin adhesive function and promoted adhesion to vitronectin
via a ligand binding site on uPAR. Interaction of soluble uPAR with the active conformer
of integrins mimicked the inhibitory effects of membrane uPAR. Both uPAR-mediated
adhesion and altered integrin function were blocked by a peptide that bound to uPAR
and disrupted complexes. These data provide a paradigm for regulation of integrins in
which a nonintegrin membrane receptor interacts with and modifies the function of
activated integrins.

Receptors of the integrin family mediate
adhesion of cells to extracellular matrices as
well as intercellular interactions, and modulate transduction of regulatory signals that
are central to inflammation, immunity, hemostasis, and tumor progression. In mediating these functions, integrin receptors undergo regulated and reversible activation as
a result of ligand binding or cellular stimulation by chemoattractants ( 1 ). Activation
is characterized by conformational changes
in the integrin extracellular domains, reorganization of intracytoplasmic connections,
and redistribution of integrins on the cell
surface, which together augment integrin
avidity for ligands (2). Dynamic activation
of integrins is central to integrin-mediated
adhesion and migration (1 ), although little
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is known about functionally important interactions of integrins with other membrane proteins that might regulate t h ~ sprocess. We have now identified a pathway of
interaction between activated integrins and
a nonintegrin receptor that regulates integrin function.
The urokinase receptor (uPAR) is a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol
(GP1)-linked
cell surface orotein that is ex~ressed in
many cell types and is spatially and temporallv associated with cellular structures that
regidate cell adhesion, migration, and invasion (, 3,) . Previouslv,
, , we have shown that
uPAR can function as an adhesion receptor
for vitronectin, with the vitronectin binding site being distinct from the urokinase
binding site (4, 5). uPAR colocalizes with
integrins in focal contacts, at the leading
edge of migrating cells, and in antibodyinduced clusters (6). The receptor copurifies with and influences the function of the
leukocyte integrin Mac-I, suggesting that it
interacts functionally with this integrin (7).
We hypothesized that formation if cornplexes between uPAR, which does not contain a translnembrane domain, and integrins might provide an integrin-mediated
link between uPAR and the cytoskeleton
1551

